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create recognition and knowledge of scientific tricks and phenomena in general. A third major local pur-
pose was to improve the economy of Georgia by making the people industrially minded the meeting that not only re-emphasised, is to send a portrait, with Tech's Engineering Extension Relations in Industry. Spirited panel discussions took place after each ad-
ditions Conference, sponsored jointly by the American Management Association, Georgia Tech's Engineering Extension Department, and the School of Industrial Management, in cooperation with Tech's Engineering Extension Relations in Industry. An invitation was extended to all those who were interested in the problems of management.

The banquet, which concluded the conference, was attended by Phi Delta Theta, Drama, Greece, the Kappa Kappa Psi, Alpha Chi Sigma, Sigma Tau, Delta Sigma Phi, Phi Kappa, Alpha Chi Sigma, Sigma Chi, and Alpha Tau Omega. Other groups which made their appearance were: the Georgia Institute of Technology, the University of Georgia, the University of North Carolina, the University of Kentucky, the University of Illinois, the University of Michigan, the University of Notre Dame, the University of Southern California, the University of California, and the University of Texas.

The banquet was followed by a panel discussion, during which several speakers made brief addresses on various aspects of management. The discussion was moderated by Mr. E. H. Darr, President of the Atlantic Steel Company, who spoke on "How We Select, Train, and Promote Our Foremen." The speakers included Mr. J. W. Pease, Executive Vice-President of Western Union, Mr. W. H. Milis, who spoke on "Industry's Responsibility to Education," and Mr. J. T. Ordway, who discussed "The Role of Management in Industrial Relations." The discussion was followed by a question-and-answer period, during which the audience had the opportunity to ask questions on various subjects.

The banquet was an important event in the history of the Conference, and it was hoped that it would serve to strengthen the bonds of friendship between the various organizations and institutions which were represented.

S. C. Elects Dammon To Replace McCoy On Judiciary Board

A new member was elected to the Student Trial Board at the Student Council meeting last week. The Board of Regents raised Tuition $30; Effective September

In an important meeting of the Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia, the tuition fee at state senior colleges was raised $10 per semester, beginning in September. The increase was attributed to the need for increased revenue to meet the costs of operation.

The Board of Regents also adopted tentative budgets for the various state-supported schools. Tech's budget for 1949-50 is $3,164,428. The 1948-49 budget was $3,373,500.

Several factors were involved in the increase, and which is regarded as a threat to the university's financial solvency. Included are the expected decrease in federal funds, the increase in enrollment, and the expected loss of five per cent in state appropriations. The increase is expected to result in an additional $50,000 deficit to the University System deficit from $1,750,000 to $1,900,000. The remainder of the deficit is to be absorbed by budget cuts.

BRITANNIA FOUND STUDENT LOAN FUND

The Board of Trustees of the British Government has established a loan fund for the students of Georgia Tech.

The fund, consisting of $250, is to be administered by Dean Griff

The Reck Club Announces Stunt Night to Be April 9

By Don Farmer

The date for the Stunt Night, the Rambling Rock Club has been set as April 9. It is to be held at the YMCA Auditorium, and tickets will be on sale at the Tech Book Store.

Each group will be able to spend only $10 in the preparation of its stunt, and the time allowed for each stunt will be a little less than ten minutes. The trophy will be awarded to the winner as decided by the judges, which will include Prof. F. B. Wenn and Prof. G. W. Baey. The award will be based on originality and entertainment value.

It was announced that twenty organizations had indicated their intention to participate in the program. Of this number the following have already signed up: Kappa Kappa Psi, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Phi Delta Theta, Gamma Phi Beta, Pi Kappa Phi, Delta Sigma Phi, and Alpha Chi Sigma, and Alpha Tau Omega. Other groups which would be considered are Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Lambda Chi, Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Kappa, Alpha Chi Sigma, Sigma Chi, and Alpha Tau Omega. The event will be open to all organizations, and anyone who would like to participate should contact Mr. C. W. Brannan, President of the Reck Club, at his residence, 1111 Suns Court.
February 22, 1949

The meeting was called to order at 5:00 P.M., by President Roy Barnes with 37 mem­bers present and Warren Damon, Record Editor of The Technique present as special guests. The minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved.

Warren Damon's report for raising two consecutive meetings was approved by the group.

After some discussion, the motion by Al Brown for the Tech-St. Student Relations Committee meeting at Tech this quarter was approved.

The motion by Truch Barnes to nom­i­nate everyone present for the coming elections was carried.

Roy Barnes announced that since the speaker for graduation has already been arranged for Thursday, the speaker for the College's Cabinet Meeting of February 22nd was dropped.

A greater part of the meeting was devoted to a discussion of the following matters: the report of the Student Council By-Laws was taken from the table and passed. The motion to amend the Point Load System as presented by President's Cabinet Meeting of February 17th was taken from the table and passed. The motion to appropriate $20.00 for N.S.A. funds was taken from the table and passed.

Gene Damon was elected to fill the vacancy caused by the absence of John Rogers reported for a special committee on the possibility of reorganizing the Co-op housing contract.

The motion to appropriate $20.00 for N.S.A. funds was taken from the table and passed.

After considerable discussion about the possibility of organizing the Student Council's Cabinet Meeting of February 22nd, the plan suggested by the report of the Student Council By-Laws was taken from the table and passed.

The Council, in trying to gain more in­dustrial limits as a cure for so much anxiety, proposed a plan for making sure that the demands of their conscience. He recommended a philo­sophy of life which recognizes in­dividual limits as a cure for so much frustration. He also said a sense of guilt should not be felt on not being able to solve a problem.

At Berkeley, California, reports the Daily Californian, fraternity houses

---

Other Schools Say--

Citadel Breaks Tradition; Will Admit Women in Summer

According to The Bulldog, The Citadel, at Charleston, S. C., will become co-educational for the first time in its 107 year history during the summer session in 1949. The girl will be allowed to attend The Citadel during the summer period only and will not be quartered on the campus. However, she will be required to live in the dormitories, attend classes and participate in all regular summer activities. She will be required to take all courses normally offered to men and will be subject to the same discipline as all other students. The Citadel feels that this would prove to be a great experience to many college women living nearby, for the credits earned may read­edly be transferred to the college of her next institution.

The Campus Chef of North Texas State College revealed the statement made by Dr. T. V. Smith that worry makes one nervous. Dr. Smith pointed out that living in a nation of plenty has raised Americans' expecta­tions to the point where they are un­able to approach the demands of their environment. He recommended a philo­sophy of life which recognizes indi­vidual limits as a cure for so much frustration. He also said a sense of guilt should not be felt on not being able to solve a problem.

From The Diamondback of the Un­iversity of Maryland comes a report that employment of inexperienced col­lege graduates by major American in­dustries and business concerns has reached a breaking off stage with a slight decrease from last year's an­nualized employment figures. This report was compiled by F. S. Endunatt, business workers, the report says.

The Daily Californian bring us the story of the arrest of Claude Marson, French "crusader for love." He was stopped from giving his "love lecture" in a public auditorium and charged with operating a love school. The Daily Californian carries a picture of Mar­son and his partner demonstrating his technique in open court. His partner wore a full length blue trans­parent dress and Marson wore a white beret, flaming red jacket, blue and white tie, and grey trousers.

George Washington University has solved its problem of raising money needed for a Student Union. The stu­dents cheerfully paid $1.25 to see their professors present a three act version of the history of the Univer­sity called "Faculty Follies." The play, a complete sell-out for three nights, starred the chairman of George Washington.

Up at Michigan State University all automobiles and bicyclists have been ruled off the campus. In a recent issue of the News one student wrote the editor of the paper lying to warn him of the impeding dangers. Among other suggestions he made the following: outlawing of students wearing heavy shoes to classes. He pointed out that not only would the worn soles tear on the walls properly but also the danger threatening the unwary on the crowded walls. He stood for a ban­ning of all school books since there would be some students stabbed and cut-up by the sharp corners of the books.

GOOD FOOD? FAIR PRICES?
Ask the Frats That Trade With MERLIN Wholesale Grocery Main 5831 LOUIS MERLIN, 35

VICK'S DELICATESSEN 555 PEACHTREE
REAL ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

---
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Tech’s Top Bridgers
Play Set Hands For Inter-Collegiate Play

Eight of Tech’s best bridge players met Friday night at the home of Mrs. Margaret Wagar to play in final competition of the regional inter-collegiate bridge tournament.

They played set hands which will be sent to national headquarters for scoring and comparison with the scores tabulated by teams playing in other colleges and universities of this region. If a pair of Tech players has high score for the area they will win a trip to Chicago to play in the national finals.

Hands Are Set

Since the hands are set and are supposedly played for a specific problem, results of this play-off are not now available. The high-scoring team from the four entering will not be known until results are announced by the central office. This should be within approximately two weeks.

Pries were given to the three top couples of the final elimination bout held at Tech Saturday, February 18. First place winners P. F. Powell and R. M. Powell received the “Chip” Roberts trophy and the Margaret Wagar trophy to Elmore and Shaw, second place winners in the recent bridge tourney. Standing with Mrs. Wagar are F. P. Powell and R. M. Powell, first place winners.

Table Managers’ Association Sends Group to See Van Leer

The second meeting of the newly formed Table Managers’ Association was held on Monday of last week with fifteen fraternities represented out of the twenty-five serving meals. The high-scoring team from the four entering will not be known until results are announced by the central office. This should be within approximately two weeks.

The administration’s plan for reducing the cost of food has been met with enthusiasm among the students. It was decided to award the Margaret Wagar floating trophy to Elmore and Shaw, second place winners in the recent bridge tourney. Standing with Mrs. Wagar are F. P. Powell and R. M. Powell, first place winners.

Hirsch’s Comfort Contour collar styling
low-setting, smarter, neater

Van Heusen Comfort Contour collar styling
low-setting, smarter, neater

The Ice Cream Served in the Georgia Tech Dining Hall is Made By JERSEY ICE CREAM CO.

221 N. Highland Ave., N. E.

Charcoal Smokey’s:

The performances of both entertainers were given enthusiastic applause by the audiences. During the last part of the program, the accompanying, Mrs. Lee Dell’Anna, was also given a very spontaneous round of applause while accompanying Mr. Adler.

The program was slowed considerably at times when it became necessary for Mr. Draper to explain the details of his arrangement to the audience. Mr. Adler then ad libed the “Ad Lib Duet” by Mr. Draper and Mr. Adler. Adler and Draper Thrill Techsters With Concert

A large crowd was entertained last Sunday afternoon in the Tech gym by the performances of Larry Adler and Paul Draper, who are referred to as the world’s greatest tap dancers and the world’s greatest harmonica respectively.

The program began a few minutes before the announced time because, as Mr. Adler said, “We are used to having someone come back stage and tell us when we may begin and no one told us today.” He also added, “This entrance is on my own hook.”

There was also a small amount of mechanical trouble, which prevented the program from going ahead; namely, the amplifier system had not been turned on. After the above mentioned difficulties were remedied, the program ran smoothly through its entire length of about two and one-half hours.

Constitution Photo.

Mrs. Margaret Wagar exhibits the “Chip” Roberts trophy and the Margaret Wagar trophy to Elmore and Shaw, second place winners in the recent bridge tourney. Standing with Mrs. Wagar are F. P. Powell and R. M. Powell, first place winners.

Constitution Committee

A constitution committee with Bob Gibson as chairman was created for the purpose of drafting the Tech association’s constitution. Professor Sharp of the School of J. M. has agreed to serve as the group’s legal advisor. Chairman Gibson reported, “Plans are being laid for incorporating the association. A committee was appointed to and sang the story of their arrangement were slightly different from those of the well-known song with the same title.

Following his last selection of the day, Mr. Draper was also called upon for encore. Dances by Mr. Draper, to mention only a few, were “Emancipation,” “Rumanian Rhapsody” and “Pulch Medley.”

Except for his encore numbers, Mr. Adler’s selections were all classical and semi-classical. To mention his selections in part, they were “Wigmar” from the “Blest Balm” Suite by Bloch; “Rumanian Rhapsody” No. 1 by Enesco-Adler; and “Nocturne” by the world’s greatest harmonica respectively.

Mrs. Wagar and Mr. Don Daniel, members of The Atlanta Bridge Club and well-known bridge experts, superintended the regional final play as well as the competition on the Tech campus.

Table Managers’ Association Sends Group to See Van Leer

The second meeting of the newly formed Table Managers’ Association was held on Monday of last week with fifteen fraternities represented out of the twenty-five serving meals. The high-scoring team from the four entering will not be known until results are announced by the central office. This should be within approximately two weeks.

The administration’s plan for reducing the cost of food has been met with enthusiasm among the students. It was decided to award the Margaret Wagar floating trophy to Elmore and Shaw, second place winners in the recent bridge tourney. Standing with Mrs. Wagar are F. P. Powell and R. M. Powell, first place winners.
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Charcoal Smokey’s:
More From Educational Dollars

Dean slips are not the only insurance to excessive absences.

The system of enforced class attendance at Maryland doesn't sap much for the efficacy of our teachers or the adequacy of our curricula. It is based on the assumption that students who don't have sense enough to know when to go class will benefit from forced attendance.

Just doubt as to the efficacy of some Maryland teachers. There are certainly well-founded. Why, last student will attest. The teacher shortage has resulted in a lot of dead wood drifting into the system and the threat of dean slips has enabled them to inflict protesting students with a number of doses of tell-tale pain. They are enlightened and unloved. Lectures taken right from the text with no interpretation. That is what's needed, not why record their dull status, fire them all, and then force students to attend 90-minute play-backs three times a week.

Both student and teacher are potentially good educators, but they have no way of knowing that they are not getting across. They are so satisfied with adequacy from speaking to fat classes every day, never realizing that the class will pass their time by reading the text and coming to class only on test day. Speeches are to be made by a couple of weeks might jar them into the realization that a good teacher is needed. John Hopkins, the universities of California, and Chicago, many others have passed with some opposition by the “fight 'em, small amount of value to them, and this was done in the form of a few T-shirts.

The Welfare Committee, one of the most burdensome's to make the following pleas. One of them is that if he looks around the room or glances is a pathetic creature. Let him at least feel that present than of no present at all. It is to make the following pleas. One of them is indictment by the House Un-American Activit.

The February 22 issue of The Technique carried a lot of hot air concerning the “Anti-Bolshevism” propaganda spread by Major Ryan. The conference seems unable to name any one Palestine question, but I do believe Major Ryan's talk was correct. In all probability it is to keep students from passing with some opposition by the “fight 'em, small amount of value to them, and this was done in the form of a few T-shirts.
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...there is an equal and opposite backfire.
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...There were two gentlemen in Washington today who are soundly enjoying themselves, while finding out first-hand the revenge is truly sweet.
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Weather Energy

Energy equal to thousands of atomic bombs every day, says Col. Benjamin Holtz-

man, "we really have something by the all if we ever solve this puzzle of weather energy," he said the Ameri-

can Meteorological Society. The in-
formation might be two-edged: man might be able to harness and use some of this energy, or, if the puzzle is

solved, man might be able to make

Red Cross drive. Located in the "Y" auditorium, the visiting group

started their campaign at 1:00 p.m. on Monday.

Blood donors are well cared for, as we can see here, in the new

Roads to Dictatorship

There are two ways in which a government can become a dictator-

ship according to Dwight D. Eisen-

hower in a letter to the alumni of Columbia University. "One is to slide into it, and the other is to be en-

slaved by a stronger military power.
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Jacket Quintet Leaves Thursday For SEC Tourney at Louisville

Three Days Of Intramural Cage Play Remaining

By Hob Danell

With only three more days of scheduled play the leading intramural basketball teams are fighting for the top position. All postponed games will be played off for one week beginning Wednesday, March 2, and definite league standings cannot be obtained until these games have been played.

Unbeaten Crimson Tornado, Techwood, Geechie, EPV, and Chi Phi are still leading the race with Chi Phi holding the remarkable record of eleven wins and no losses.

Close One

Phi Delta Theta almost upset the apple cart Thursday night when Phi Phi won over the Phi Delta by the very slim margin of 58-51. In another Gold League game ATO hit Sigma Chi with a 47-27 loss.

Kappa Sig broke their losing streak with a 44-24 win over Alpha Epsilon Phi. In a White League game Alpha Phi won over the Phi Delts by the opening eye for the second successive year.

If the Jackets can slip by their preliminary opposition, they will be the third seed in the regional of the Southern Conference and meet the Co-ops Friday night. Unbeaten Crimson Tornado, Techwood, Geechie, SPE, and Chi Phi are in the final contest.

In their final contest, the lead constantly changed hands and when the first half ended, the Jackets found themselves ahead by a scant 34-32 margin.

When the second canto opened, the Techmen pressed on the storm and midway in the third quarter, they went ahead for keeps to annex the contest.

Top Scorers

Top scorers for the Engineers were guards Mickey Semmenshal and Mel Gold with 14 points each. Techmen, Jim Noln scored 12 and forward Joe Roemer netted in 11. Carmen Julian Miller was high scorer of the evening with 19 points.

Saturday's victory gave the Jackets a season's record of 31 wins in 33 contests as they made up Cap-tain Nolan's last contest in regular conference play.

Techmen Take Non-Conference Division in Indoor Track Meet

By Ralph Day

With Buddy Fowles setting the pace with a twin victory in the hurdle events, second place in the 60 yard dash, and a spot on the starting line of the high hurdles, the Yellow Jacket eighth had no problems.

In two regular season matches with the Engineers, the wearers of the White and Black uniforms bowed to the Engineer side 40-37.

Fowles won the 70 yard low hurdles in eight seconds flat and capped the high hurdles in nine flat.

A late break from the starting point in the 60 yard dash a minute closed rapidly but was nosed out at the finish line. The Newman Club won as Harris ...
Winter Fades, Spring Nears

Winter sports will fade into the background after this week at basketball meetings with the conference tournament, which begins on Thursday in Louisville. There will be very little action to take home from here on Friday and Saturday. Swimming will remain on the scene but is entering the home stretch with the AAU meet here on Friday and Saturday, the SEC meet at Athens, March 12, and two between-quarters meets remaining.

But the spring sports are already pushing over the horizon. Track caught the spotlight Saturday when the cindermen topped the conference divisional meet at Athens. The Tech men will see their first outdoor action at the Florida Relays in Gainesville on March 26. The golf team will tee off against the University of Florida on the 25th and 26th. The Techmen will see their first outdoor action at the Florida Relays in Gainesville on March 26. The golf team will tee off against the University of Florida on the 25th and 26th. The golf team will tee off against the University of Florida on the 25th and 26th. The Techmen will see their first outdoor action at the Florida Relays in Gainesville on March 26. The golf team will tee off against the University of Florida on the 25th and 26th. The golf team will tee off against the University of Florida on the 25th and 26th. The golf team will tee off against the University of Florida on the 25th and 26th. The golf team will tee off against the University of Florida on the 25th and 26th. The golf team will tee off against the University of Florida on the 25th and 26th. The golf team will tee off against the University of Florida on the 25th and 26th.

Right and Wrong Selections

Jacket cagers Colin Anderson and Jim Nolan were selected to the allSouthern Conference team which was released this week. Anderson, who has distinguished himself more by his vicious, all-out ball hawking and fast floor work than by accuracy in shooting, was named forward on the eight SEC's First Gym Meet. Nolan, who has distinguished himself more by his vicious, all-out ball hawking and fast floor work than by accuracy in shooting, was named forward on the eight SEC's First Gym Meet.

Tech Grunters Play Host To SEAAU Meet

By Gray Lambert

The Yellow Jacket matmen will host their last grunts and grizzlies of the season Friday and Saturday nights as Athens plays host to the SEAAU wrestling tournament in the Tech gym. The tournament will not only provide the variety of wrestling styles of the top notch teams as Auburn, Maryland and Tulane is open to college freshmen, prep matmen, and groups such as the Atlanta YMCA.

Chief contender of the Jackets will be team captain Clay Mathews who finished the regular season undefeated. It is rumored that if he wins the SEC title, Mathews is entered in the national tournament.

The Jacket matmen lost their second hard-fought match to the Plainsmen of Auburn, 23-10, at Auburn Saturday night.

Prior to the match, the grapplers elected Clay Mathews as season's captain. Previously, a meeting captain had been elected before each consecutive meet.

Bob Scott got the meet off to a good start by winning by decision over Grant of Auburn in the 121 pound tilt. This victory gave Scott a 7 to 3 record. In the 138 pound class Garner fumbled out by drop to Drapain. Mark Hodges lost to Baker in the 145 pound division. Franklin lost to Bill Smith by a near fall of 3 to 7. A near pin reversal near the end of the match gave Franklin the near pin in this match which was one of the best of the evening.

In the 175 pound match Richard Rhodes, who has been out for two weeks with a sprained ankle, came in to draw with Whitteman. In the heavyweight weights Mathews won by forfeit from A.A.D. champ Brubullos.

Summary

50 yard freestyle—Tennis (G), Towles (G), Stock (G), Hodges (T), florida (G). Time, 23.3.
50 yard backstroke—Sasser (G), Griffith (T), Crouch (T), Hardee (G). Time, 23.7.
100 yard freestyle—Stock (G), Hodges (T), Towles (G), Hodges (T). Time, 23.3.
100 yard backstroke—Johnson (T), Crouch (T), Hodges (T). Time, 23.7.
220 yard freestyle—Towles (G), Hodges (T), Hodges (T), Hodges (T). Time, 23.3.
220 yard backstroke—Johnson (T), Crouch (T), Hodges (T), Hodges (T). Time, 23.3.
440 yard freestyle—Hodges (T), Hodges (T), Hodges (T), Hodges (T). Time, 23.3.
440 yard backstroke—Florida (G), Hodges (T), Hodges (T), Hodges (T). Time, 23.3.
100 yard breaststroke—McKenzie (G), Hodges (T), Hodges (T), Hodges (T). Time, 23.3.
100 yard butterfly—McKenzie (G), Hodges (T), Hodges (T), Hodges (T). Time, 23.3.
200 yard breaststroke—McKenzie (G), Hodges (T), Hodges (T), Hodges (T). Time, 23.3.
200 yard butterfly—McKenzie (G), Hodges (T), Hodges (T), Hodges (T). Time, 23.3.
800 yard freestyle relay—Florida (G), Hodges (T), Hodges (T), Hodges (T). Time, 7:45.7.
800 yard medley—Florida (G), Hodges (T), Hodges (T), Hodges (T). Time, 7:45.7.
Jacket Harriers Win at NCU

Although the events and conditions were different from those the Techies will encounter after the regular season begins, their show of strength is indicative that a good season lies ahead. The Jackets were undefeated in the ACC and had 20. Among the other schools were Virginia with 18, and LSU with five.

The relay was one of the Jackets’ best events last year and with all the old hands back it appears that such will be the case again this year.

Rapid Robert Besharah was edged out in a tight race in the half mile event by Tennessee’s Tom Scott. Scott went on to become even more unpopulated because of an injury.

In a field of eleven non-Southern Conference schools the Jackets coped with an exceptional display of skill and grace and took second place on the trampoline.

Coach Wiser was very pleased with the team’s performance and the gymnasts were pleased with having redeemed themselves for the 1 point loss to the Blue Devils in a recent three-way meet at Durham. Our probational hat is off to coaches Wiser and Holger and the entire team for leading the way toward developing a fascinating new sport in the South.

Day’s Data—

(Continued from page 7)

Jacket gymnasts, one of the most impressive events was Fred Wolfe’s小学ing rope climb. Well west the distance in 5.8 seconds. Other first place winners were Hey on the long horse, Trevino and Stewart (tie) on the side horse, Clemens on the horizontal bar, Garner on the flying rings, and Hardin on the trampoline.

Standouts for Duke were Wiser, who took first on the parallel bars and second in the rope climb, and Callaway, who won the tumbling event with an exceptional display of skill and grace and took second place on the trampoline.

Jacket Harriers Win at NCU

Continued from page 6)

Development Board Discusses Electronic Research by Tech

Electronic research by Georgia Tech in the field of frequency control devices was discussed at one session of a two-day meeting, February 24 and 25, of the sub-panel on frequency control devices of the Research and Development Board, a branch of the National Military Establishment.

Dr. W. A. Edson, Professor of Electrical Engineering at Georgia Tech, is a member of the panel, which held its technical sessions in the Research Building Annex on the Georgia Tech campus. Dr. Edson is project director of a Georgia Tech Engineering Experimentation Station research program on oscillator circuits, sponsored by the Signal Corps, and was also the director of a recently completed research project on the frequency control of quartz crystal oscillators.

Among the important scientists and engineers attending the meeting were Dr. W. D. George of the National Bureau of Standards, chairman of the sub-panel on Frequency Control Research and Development; Mr. R. B. McDowell of the Electronic Division, Navy Department of Ships; Dr. T. P. Phillips of the National Bureau of Standards; Dr. R. A. Buech of the Bell Telephone Laboratories; and Mr. D. A. Vann of the Naval Research Laboratory.

Upon completion of the group’s work on quartz crystals, cavity resonators, and other frequency control devices, a tour was made through the various Tech laboratories devoted to electronics and related research. A description of research and education at Tech was made at a luncheon in the REC noon meeting and talking to each other on the field of frequency control. These men are requested to report in Room 206, Biology building.

Dr. Edson is project director of a Georgia Tech Engineering Experiment Station research program on oscillator circuits, sponsored by the Signal Corps, and was also the director of a recently completed research project on the frequency control of quartz crystal oscillators.

Amid the important scientists and engineers attending the meeting were Dr. W. D. George of the National Bureau of Standards, chairman of the sub-panel on Frequency Control Research and Development; Mr. R. B. McDowell of the Electronic Division, Navy Department of Ships; Dr. T. P. Phillips of the National Bureau of Standards; Dr. R. A. Buech of the Bell Telephone Laboratories; and Mr. D. A. Vann of the Naval Research Laboratory.

Among the important scientists and engineers attending the meeting were Dr. W. D. George of the National Bureau of Standards, chairman of the sub-panel on Frequency Control Research and Development; Mr. R. B. McDowell of the Electronic Division, Navy Department of Ships; Dr. T. P. Phillips of the National Bureau of Standards; Dr. R. A. Buech of the Bell Telephone Laboratories; and Mr. D. A. Vann of the Naval Research Laboratory.
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